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The analysis of normal modes of vibrations was performed for acri-
dine direr, which has been recently observed and identified by laser-induced
emission spectroscopy under conditions of jet-cooling in a supersonic helium
expansion. The frequencies and the forms of normal vibrations, computed
with the use of the semi-empirical ΡΜ3 method are classifying all vibrations
of acridine dimer into two distinct categories of inter- and intramolecular vi-
brations. There are six low-frequency intermolecular normal vibrations which
are characterizing relative movements of two acridine moieties in the dimer
and at least two of them have vibrational frequencies which are close to the
frequencies of vibronic bands observed in the fluorescence excitation spec-
trum of the direr. The intramolecular normal vibrations of the direr very
strictly correspond to the normal vibrations of acridine molecule (with a
minor modification of the vibrational frequencies due to the splitting in the
direr). Furthermore, the intramolecular vibrations of acridine direr, as well
as the vibrations of acridine molecule are in good agreement with available
experimental data (either IR and Raman spectra of acridine or fluorescence
excitation spectrum of acridine direr in supersonic jet). The results of the
present analysis are very clearly supporting the previous conclusions concern-
ing the ground-state equilibrium structure of acridine direr formed under
jet-cooling conditions.

PACS numbers: 33.20.Τρ

1. Introduction

The reports on observation of the formation of weakly bound molecular
self-complexes (or Van der Waals type homo-dimers) of aromatic hydrocarbon
systems and their various derivatives under conditions of supersonic jet cooling
were increasing in number during the last decade (for a review see [1]). As a rule,
a supersonic molecular beam contains a monomer/ dimer mixture and the observed
fluorescence and fluorescence excitation spectra of the expansion are composed of
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the overlapping monomer and dimer spectra (of different dependence of their in-
tensities on the partial pressure of the molecules under study in the expansion).
Usually, an excitation spectrum of laser-induced-fluorescence (LIF) of the direr
has the vibronic origin shifted towards lower energies as compared to the spectrum
of bare (monomer) molecule and contains some additional low-frequency vibronic
transitions characteristic of the intramolecular vibrations of the direr which are
not present in the parent molecule. If the direr geometry can be predicted or
determined then a normal mode analysis may be used for the assignments of these
intermolecular modes.

Recently, in the course of laser-induced emission studies of jet-cooled acri-
dine (ACD) molecules we have found that in a helium supersonic jet seeded with
ACD molecules the only observed emission is fluorescence of acridine dimers,
(ΑCD)2, which are being formed in the expansion [2]. Acridine molecules by them-
selves are not fluorescing under these conditions which is not completely unex-
pected in view of the well-known sensitivity of the photophysics of acridine to
environmental conditions [3].

The ground-state geometry of (ΑCD)2 determined initially by the AM1 cal-
culations [2] and verified by the ΡΜ3 method [4] is a head-to-tail structure with
practically coplanar molecular planes and almost collinear arrangement of the
short molecular axes of both ACD moieties (cf. Fig. 1). Such a structure of (ΑCD)2
dimer, in which the nitrogen atom of one ACD molecule is located directly above
C–H bond of the central ring of the second ACD molecule, provides a large en-
hancement of the oscillator strength for the transition from the ground to the first
excited singlet state of the direr [2, 4]. It also indicates that the formation of
Ν. • •H–C hydrogen-bond between the two ACD moieties can play a role in stabi-
lization of (ΑCD)2, as observed in some other cases of aza-aromatic compounds
(e.g. [5]), and clearly demonstrated by recent observations of the formation of
strongly fluorescent hydrogen-bonded complexes of acridine with methanol in the
supersonic beam [4].

Α preliminary analysis of the observed vibronic structure of LIF excitation
spectra of (ΑCD)2 [2] was based on a comparison with the data available from
the observations of the ground-state IR and Raman spectra in liquid and in 8olid
phase [6, 7] and from the analysis of the vibronic structure of electronic absorp-
tion and phosphorescence spectra in low-temperature crystalline and amorphous
matrices [8, 9]. This comparative analysis has shown that the observed structure
of LIF excitation spectrum can be separated into two sets of vibrational modes
— the low-frequency vibrational modes of clear intermolecular origin inherent to
(ΑCD)2 and the vibrational modes which presumably are of intramolecular origin.

This paper is aimed at a quantitative analysis of vibrations (frequencies
as well as normal mode description) in the ground state of (ΑCD) 2 and ACD
monomer. Such an analysis should provide the necessary criterions for the dis-
tinction between the intermolecular vibrational modes connected with the forma-
tion of (ΑCD) 2 in the supersonic expansion and intramolecular vibrations of ACD
monomers bound in the dimer. Furthermore, the results of the normal modes anal-
ysis can be utilized, at least qualitatively, for the interpretation and assignment of
the vibronic structure of the observed fluorescence excitation spectra.
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2. Vibrational analysis of acridine molecule and acridine direr

The normal modes analysis of the vibrations of ACD molecule and of its
direr was performed utilizing a semiempirical ΡΜ3 method [9] which, despite some
obvious deficiencies, is generally considered as suitable for handling the vibrational
problems in weakly bound molecular and hydrogen-bound complexes and which
we have utilized earlier for optimization of the ground-state geometry of acridine
direr and calculations of its molecular orbitals, electronic states, and relevant
transition dipole moments [4].

The results of the normal modes analysis for (ACD)2 dimer, obtained by
the ΡΜ3 [10] with HyperChem 5.1. computational package, are collected in Ta-
ble. Calculations were performed for the ΡΜ3-οptimized ground-state structure of
(ACD)2 [4] which is illustrated in Fig. 1. Although in the arbitrary chosen per-
spective projection in Fig. 1 this structure looks as coplanar and collinear (along
the short molecular axes of both ACD moieties) there are some slight deviations
from coplanarity and collinearity. In fact, molecular planes of Α1 and A2 moi-

Fig. 1. ΡΜ3 optimized structure of the ground state of acridine dimer in an arbitrary
chosen perspective projection. The cartesian coordinate system is fixed centrally at Ai
acridine moiety (xy-plane of coordinate system coincides with the molecular plane of
Ai). Black dots in the central rings of acridine moieties are representing the nitrogen
atoms.

eties are rotated by 5° about x-axis and by 1° about y-axis (of the Cartesian
coordinate system fixed at Α1 in Fig. 1). Hence, the dimer of acridine has no sym-
metry elements other than identity (C 1 point group of symmetry) and the analysis
does not yield the symmetry assignments for calculated normal vibrational modes.
Table contains also the results of the ΡΜ3 normal mode analysis for ACD molecule,
together with the symmetry of vibrational modes (under symmetry of C2, point
group of ACD).

The comparison of vibrational frequencies computed for ACD molecule and
(ACD)2 dimer, collected in Table, shows that the spectruin of vibrations of (ΑCD)2
contains many more frequencies than that of ACD. Furthermore, it is clearly seen
that all vibrations in (ACD)2 can be categoriZed in two sets (contrary to those
found for ACD). First of all there are six low-frequency vibrations which are not
present in ACD molecule and secondly all vibrations found for ACD can also be
traced in (ACD)2 but they are of a "doublet" character.
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aThe assignments of the observed ground state IR vibrations is based on the symmetry of
normal vibrations as specified in [6], while the vibrations from the Raman spectrum [7] and
víbroníc transitions from the excitation spectrum of direr fluorescence [2] are assigned by
the similarity of their frequency to the calculated frequency of normal vibrations.

The presence of additional low-frequency modes in (ΑCD)2 is expected and
they must be of intermolecular origin — six additional intermolecular vibrations
are expected to arise when two ACD molecules come together and form (ΑCD)2
direr in a supersonic jet. In the flrst approximation the frequencies of intermolec-
ular modes depend on the binding energy of molecular complex. In the case of
Van der Waals complex or hydrogen bonded homodimers their binding energies
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are much lower than the intramolecular binding energies and as a rule the inter-
molecular vibrations are low-frequency modes as compared to the most of fun-
damental intramolecular vibrations. As a rule, only the "stretching mode" along
the intermolecular coordinate, connected with a change of the main distance be-
tween molecular components (e.g. between their molecular planes) of a homo- or
heterodimer may have a frequency which is comparable with frequencies of in-
tramolecular vibrations. Thus, the calculated six low-frequency vibrational modes
(with vibrational frequencies οf 5, 12, 21, 39, 105, and 113 cm—1, respectively) must
be identifled as vibrational frequencies of intermolecular vibrations of (ΑCD)2.
Such an assignment is further supported by the plots of computed forms of the
normal modes of vibrations given in Fig. 2 which are clearly demonstrating that
during these vibrations molecular counterparts of (ΑCD)2 move as a whole without
changes of molecular bonds or angles. The highest-frequency vibrational mode of
113 cm -1 (cf. Fig. 2) is an in-plane "stretch" normal mode of the direr. There are

Fig. 2. Plots of the forms of normal intramolecular vibrations of acridine direr and
their harmonic frequencies (cf. Table). Acridine moieties depicted as in Fig. 1. The
arrows attached to the atoms are vectors which represent their directions of motion and
relative amplitudes.
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two other in-plane "bending" vibrations of 5 and 105 cm -1 vibrational frequen-
cies.The other three vibrations (12, 21, and 39 cm -1 ) are clearly out-of-plane
"bending" modes of the direr.

Similar plots for the rest of normal vibrations of (ΑCD)2, listed in Table,
show clearly their intramolecular forms. This is illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 for two
arbitrary chosen normal vibrations (from low and higher vibrational frequency
range). A comparison of vibrations computed for ACD molecule (also listed in
Table) with intramolecular vibrations of (ACD)2 shows that all normal vibra-
tions of ACD are found in acridine direr. However, due to the hydrogen-bond-like
arrangement (C—H. • •N along short molecular axes direction; an y-axis) in the
ground-state structure of the dimer, the Α1 and A2 acridine moieties (cf. Fig. 1)
are not equivalent, and any given normal vibration of ACD undergoes "splitting"
into two components in the direr. As seen in Figs. 3 and 4 in the first component
the normal vibration is in phase, in both ACD molecular units, Α1 and Α2 , of
the dimer, while in the second component it is οut of phase in both units. For all
16 normal vibrations of ACD listed in Table, a frequency difference between any
given vibration of ACD molecule and a component of a higher frequency of the
corresponding vibration in (ΑCD)2 is either 0 or 1 cm -1 . In almost all cases under
consideration the difference of frequency between the in-phase and out-of-phase
components of a given intramolecular vibration of the dimer is within the range
of 1-3 cm -1 and only for three vibrations it exceeds this range (cf. 427 and 433,
604 and 625, 643 and 655 cm -1 pairs of vibrations of the direr in Table).

Results of the present calculations are the subject to verification by the ex-
perimental data. In the case of vibrations of ACD molecule they can be compared

Fig. 3. Plots of the forms of normal vibration of acridine molecule (left panel) and
of the components of intramolecular normal vibration of the dimer (right panel).
(For explanation of other abbreviations see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 4. Plots of the forms of normal vibration of acridine molecule (left panel) and
of the components of intramolecular normal vibration of the direr (right panel). (For
explanation of other abbreviations see Fig. 2).

with the available IR and Raman spectra of ACD in liquid and solid phase [6, 7],
and in Table some of these data are listed and compared with the results of the
present analysis. It is seen that some of the calculated vibrational modes of ACD,
e.g. αl 248, αl 417, α2 464, b2 569, b2 539, b3 604, α1 643, and α 1 643 cm-1

(or not listed in Table b 1 781 cm-1 vibration) can be identified and attributed to
the earlier experimental findings [6, 7].

Another set of data which can be used for comparison with the above-pres-
ented calculations is contained in the LIF excitation spectrum of acridine cooled in
a supersonic jet registered in our earlier experiment [2]. The excitation spectrum
of LIF of acridine-seeded supersonic expansion of a helium carrier gas observed
in the range of 26900-28300 cm -1 is reproduced in Fig. 5A (all experimental
details of these observations were given in [2]). The transition at 27018 cm -1 has
been identified as an electronic vibrationless origin of the absorption of acridine
direr, (ΑCD)2, which is being formed in a supersonic expansion. In Fig. 5B the
dispersed fluorescence spectrum of (ACD)2 following the excitation at 27018 cm -1

origin transition is shown. The observed emission is very weak and due to this fact
it could not be used as a reliable 8ource for the assignments although it bears all
characteristics of resonant emission of the initially pumped state.

As seen in Fig. 5A the LIF excitation spectrum contains (in the range up
to 200 cm -1 from the vibronic origin at 27018 cm -1 ) a number of relatively
intense low-frequency vibronic transitions, with frequencies of 26, 34, 46, 74, 144,
and 152 cm -1 , which could presumably be considered as the candidates for in-
termolecular vibrations in (ACD)2. If we refer to Table, then we see that only
two of the calculated intramolecular vibrations of (ACD)2, i.e. 21 and 39 cm -1

vibrations, have frequencies relatively close to the experimental frequencies of 26
and 34 cm -1 observed in the LIF excitation spectrum of (ACD)2. The remaining
4 computed intermolecular vibrations (i.e. 5, 12, 105, and 113 cm -1) do not fit
to the experimental vibrations unless one would consider these latter as the over-
tones or combinations of the calculated normal vibrations, which may be quite
fortuitous. We should remember, however, that the calculated normal modes of
vibrations are corresponding to the ground state and they can be compared with
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Fig. 5. (A) Excitation spectrum of laser-induced fluorescence of jet-cooled acridine
dimer. The most intense transition at 27018 cm 1 is the vibronic origin of the dimer.
(B) Dispersed fluorescence spectrum of jet-cooled acridine direr excited in vibronic
origin (the most intense transition at 27018 cm -1 ).

the vibronic structure of the fluorescence excitation spectrum only under assump-
tion that vibrations in the excited and in the ground state of direr do not change
remarkably in their frequency and normal mode description. There are a few known
examples of large changes of vibrations (e.g. a ground-state vibration of 624 cm -1

in anthracene molecule has a frequency of 583 cm -1 in the excited state [11])
but those are rather exceptions, and by no means an apparent lack of correlation
between the computed intermolecular normal vibrations and the low-frequency
vibronic structure of the excitation spectrum could be considered as an evidence
of the changes of the normal vibrations between the ground and excited state
of (ΑCD)2. Furthermore, since the forms of the normal vibrations in the excita-
tion spectrum are unknown, it cannot be excluded that accidentally some of them
could be just low-frequency (and of significant anharmonicity) vibrations of acri-
dine. Without the knowledge of the optimized equilibrium structure of the dimer
in the excited state, it is impossible to indicate factors which are governing and
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controlling quantitative agreement between calculations and experimental data. At
that stage of the analysis the most important cause of apparent discrepancy be-
tween them is almost surely due to the well-known limitations of the ΡΜ3 method
in computations of vibrational frequencies of large amplitude vibrational modes of
large molecular systems [12].

On the other hand, the calculated intramolecular normal vibrations of the
dimer can be relatively well related to those observed in its LIF excitation spectrum
(c.f. Table), although no splitting of vibronic bands is observed in this spectrum.  It
must be born in mind, however, that the perturbations of intramolecular modes of
(ACD) 2 direr in the ground state (as revealed by the splittings of the vibrational
modes of ACD monomer listed in Table) are in general very small which indicates a
weak coupling between ACD moieties in dimer (the binding energy of equilibrium
configuration of the dimer is strongly dependent on the optimization method, with
the lower limit of 600 cm -1 and the upper limit of ~ 1900 cm -1 as set by the
AM1 and ΡΜ3 optimization method, respectively [2, 4]). On the other hand., in
our earlier analysis of spectral characteristic of (ACD) 2 we have found, utilizing
the configuration interaction (CI) calculations, that the lowest-excited S1 state of
ACD monomer splits in (ACD) 2 dimer into S1 and S2 states (this is also true
for all excited singlet states of the monomer) with an energy difference of only
~ 165 cm -1 and that S0 → S1 transition is allowed, while S0 —> S2 transition
is practically forbidden [4]. Hence, in view of the weak coupling between ACD
moieties in the dimer and of splitting of vibronic origins (exciton splitting) which
is smaller than the spacing of vibrational levels for most of the intramolecular
vibrations one should not expect to observe a splitting of the vibronic bands in
the fluorescence excitation spectrum of the direr.

3. Summary and cOnclusions

The vibrational normal mode analysis of acridine direr very clearly shows
the presence of low-frequency intermolecular vibrational modes which arise due to
the weak intermolecular binding of the two acridine moieties in the ground-state-
-stable direr (formed upon a jet-cooling of acridine molecules). Although the forms
of the intermolecular normal vibrations are physically meaningful, their quantita-
tive agreement with the low-frequency vibronic bands observed in the laser-induced
fluorescence excitation spectra of acridine direr is only partly satisfactory which
in a large part is connected with the deficiency of the semi-empirical ΡΜ3 method
derived from the harmonic approximation.

In the case of intramolecular vibrational modes of the direr the results of
computations show a full correspondence (within 1 cm -1 ) with the vibrational
modes computed for an acridine (monomer) molecule. However, upon the forma- .

tion of dimer each vibrational normal mode of acridine undergoes (usually small)
splitting into two components connected with either in-phase or οu -of-phase vibra-
tions of the two acridine moieties in direr. Most of the computed intramolecular
vibrational modes of acridine can be satisfactorily related to the vibrations which
are observed either in the ground-state IR or Raman spectra of acridine in solution
or in a liquid phase. Also some of the prominent vibronic bands of the excitation
spectrum of laser-induced fluorescence of acridine dimer can be identified with the
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computed intramolecular vibrational modes of acridine dimer. It is clear, however,
that for the quantitative analysis and assignment of the vibronic structure of the
fluorescence excitation spectrum of acridine direr observed under supersonic jet
conditions it is necessary to determine the optimized structure of acridine direr
in its excited state and analyze the potential energy surfaces of the combining
ground and excited state. And ultimately these must be done despite the fact that
such an optimization of the excited-state structure of a large molecular system as
acridine dimer is a very difficult and time-consuming computational task.
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